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Latest National
Rankings for
September

Two young stars command the top-
ranked male and female positions
following the month of September.

Read more

Morwell Club given a
Helping Hand

Morwell Club has become the first
beneficiary of the Helping Hand

Fund, developed in response to the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Read more

Short Ends with Aaron
Teys

From the greatest influence on his
career to favourite television series,
Corey Wedlock answers the tough

questions.

Read more

COVID-19 Hub

All up-to-date information pertaining
to the impact of COVID-19 on the
bowls community, including the

latest relaxed restrictions by state.

Read more

Special Offer from NatureBee

Perfect for the bowler’s metabolism and 100% natural, NatureBee's Power Pollen
can give you the boost you need, on and off the green.

Try Power Pollen now from just $29.95, including a special money-back guarantee!

Bowls & Beyond with Barrie Lester

An expert in his field, Barrie Lester has partnered with Apia to help perfect your
game, both on and off the green.

For more inspiration, stories and offers to keep living life at its best, click below.

Legends Under Lights - Kelvin Kerkow OAM

Proudly presented by Legacy Lighting, host Clive Adams is joined by former
Australian Jackaroos to discuss their decorated careers and legacies in the sport.

Roll Back The Clock

Our Roll Back the Clock program is regularly expanding across the country so
make sure your club gets involved with this great opportunity!

Roll Back the Clock is a great way for clubs to engage with their community, keep
members active and expose people to bowls and even possible future membership!

Clubs just like Vermont South have enjoyed great success with Roll Back the Clock,
and your club can too!

Thank you for reading Bowls Australia's official e-newsletter, Bowls Connect.
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Buy Now

Apia Good Life Hub
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